The Defences of Roman Alchester
By CHRISTOPHER J. YOUNG
With a section by GEORGE LAM1lRICK
and appendices by B. J. MARPLES, H. P. POWELL and MARK ROBINSON
SUMMARY

Two trenches were excavated across the eastern deftnces of Alchester in 1974 to determinf
the extent ofplough damage and to establish the sequence of the Roman defences. It was shown
that the earliest use of Ihis part of the town was rifler the Conquest when attempts to drain the
area were made. By the end of the first century there had been considerable dumping of material
to raise the ground level and a building was perhaps constructed in the area of Trench I. This
had gone out of use by the mid-second century and the deftnces, consisting of a contemporary
stone facing-wall and rampart bank, followed on the site, probablY by the end of the second
century.
INTRODUCTION
, In Oxfordshire by Gravenhill wood
Stood Alchester so fair and good:
AIleetus' walls are brought fuU low;
Where once uley stood now corn doth grow. II

T

HE Roman town of AIchester lies 011 a low gravel plateau at the junction of
the north-south road, linking Towcester on Watling Street to Silchester, with
Akeman Street going from Cireneester to VeruJamium. It is one of the two small
Roman towns of the upper Thames Valley, the other being 26 kms. to the south at
Dorchester-on-Thames. Both towns are assumed to have begun as forts of the
conquest period' and to have developed subsequently as small market centres.
The existence of the Roman site at AIchester was recognized as early as 1607
by Camden) and the town and its environs have subsequently been the subject of
various investigations. The most prominent surviving features are still the defences,
particularly on the east, which enclose an area of about 300 m. square, aligned on the
cardinal points of the compass. Within the defences certain of the roads are still
visible, though somewhat obscured by the pattern of later ridge and furrow. Outside the defences the only monument visible on the surface is the so-called' Castle'
mound, dug in 1766, and probably a bath-house. Buildings and otller evidence of
'Anon., 'The History of AUcbester (1622) . in W. Kennett Parodzial Anliquitin (1818), 431.
For Alchester see S. S. Frere, BrilDnnia (1974), Fig. 2 j note also that the most recent find of military

~

t'qwpment there was made well to the south of the town (G. W"cOOter. O~onitn.sja. xxxvm (1973). 385--6).
OorchesterseeJRS, LV (1g64i. 166; LV (1g65), 210; Britannia. tV (1973). 297.
1 For this and all work on Alchestcr up to 1936 see VCB OX01t., 1. 281-8.
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settlement have been located north, east and west of the defences, giving a total
settlement of at least 43' 6 hectares (log acres) (FIG, I).
The site is totally free of modern development and is mostly under permanent
pasture. The only ploughed field covers the northern part of the walled area.
Since it was feared that cultivation was destroying Roman levels it was decided that
an excavation was necessary to determine the extent of the damage. This took
place in the summer of 1974 on behalf of the Department of the Environment, the
Oxfordshire Archaeological Committee and the External Studies Department of the
University of Oxford.' The best way to obtain the necessary evidence seemed to be
to section the same feature twice, once in the ploughed and once in the pasture field.
The obvious candidate for this experiment was the defences since their nature seemed
likely to be uniform between the two sections (see also below, p. (57) .
.. Thanks are due to the landowner, Mr. Taylor, and the tenant, Mr. Deeley, for permission to do the
work and for their co-opcration ; ~fr. Akam and Mr. A. Alexander acted as supervisors in Trenches I and
11 respectively and labour was provided by the Berke1y and External Studies Department Summer Schools, to
a11ofwhom 1 am 1llOItgrateful. I owe a special debt to ~{n. L. Rowley who drew Fig. t and to Mr. Alexander
wbo drew Figs. 2 and 3. and to Messrs. T. G. HassaU and R. T. Rowley for their support. Professor Frere.
Dr. G. Webster and Mr. J. S. Johnson have read patti of this report in draft and have suggested variow
improvements. for which I am most grateful. Any remaining errors are mine entirely.
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The defences were sectioned previously in 11192, 1927. 1928 and J929, all the
sections being on the east side or north-east corner. The J892 section established the
existence of a gravel bank faced "ith rubble.s In all the sections dug in the 1920S
the earliest features were two ditches, containing first-century pottery, interpreted at
the time as being defensive. The main defences of the town overlay these. The
published drawings are extremdy confusing, and the interpretation of the various
sections by the excavator suggested from the pattern of the defences along this one
side differed considerably from place to place. 6
The evidence from these sections is internally inconsistent and is also at variance
with the 1892 evidence and with our general knowledge of Romano-British town
defences. It was hoped therefore that new work on the defences would elucidate
their nature and dating as well as determine the extent of plough damage.
THE SITE

There is already a marked difference in the appearance of the eastern defences
north and south of the dividing east-west hedge. To the south, in a field apparently
not ploughed since the nineteenth century, the medieval ridge and furrow forms wellpreserved earthworks. The easternmost ridge, one of the most prominent in the
field, marks the line of the rampart. Beyond this the ditch shows as a wide shallow
depression. North of the hedge the line is still visible but much less prominent.
The profile of the ditch has gone completely and the rampart shows only as a gentle
slope.
The eastern defence was the most suitable for the planned excavation since it
lies across both the arable and the pasture fields and is not, like the western line,
covered by a modern track. Accordingly two trenches were cut through the east
rampart, Trench I 25 metres south of the hedge, Trench II 5 metres north of it.
Trench I was dug entirely by hand and Trench II, in the area of greater disturbance,
was dug with a JCB IIIC under archaeological supervision. In both trenches
between I' 5 and 2 metres of deposits overlay the natural gravel and marl. During
excavation the water table was approximately level with the top of natural: this
impeded the excavation of the deeper features.
THE EXCAVATION

Trench I (FlO. 2)
Trench I, as originally laid out, was 15 metres long and 3 metres wide. It
had subsequently to be extended a further 5 metres to the west and, in order to
finish the work in the time available, was reduced in width to I . 5 metres.
The earliest feature (146) was possibly a pit, filled with dirty brown gravel.
It was not fully excavated. Elsewhere in the trench a grey clay deposit, identified
by the environmental report as a marsh deposit, overlay natural except where
subsequently removed. It was normally between o' I m. and o' 2 m. deep but in
places was much deeper where it had filled underlying hollows. Pottery from this
s YCH Oxon., It 285.
, 1927 :J. H. Iwre.· Exca\'auOOJ at Alchrstu, 1927 '. AIf'iq.j., IX (1929), 105-136 ; 1928 • ExcavationJ
at Alchesu:r. 1928 " Antiq. J.t XIlI (19321, 35--67 ; 1929 :JRS, XlX. ('929), 196. Stt bt:low pp. 152-4.
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manh deposit and the pit was of Belgic type. The manh deposit appeared to overlie the pit.
Cut into this deposit were two ditches, both about 0·8 m. deep. Ditch I, on
the east, was 2' 2 m. wide and Ditch 2 1·8 m. wide. Although the direct stratigraphical links between them had been destroyed by the footings of the later rampart
wall, both showed the same sequence of layen and contained pottery of the same
date. On these grounds they have been treated as contemporary.
Both ditches remained open long enough for the accumulation of a considerable
deposit of black, waterlogged silt, containing much pottery, bone and preserved
timber. Between and to the west of the two ditches a gravel layer was deposited and
over this, on the west edge of Ditch 2, a series of occupation layen, including one
hearth, accumulated. Pottery from this layer (133) joined sherds in the primary
silt of Ditch 2. Samian from 133 and from 132 (the secondary silt of Ditch 2)
shows that these layers were still open after A.D. 70 ; as there was no recut it is likely
that the ditches were dug after the Conquest. The environmental evidence shows
that the ditches contained standing water at some times of the year.
The next stage was the deposit on the west edge of Ditch 2 of a number of
gravel tips over the accumulated occupation debris. These were capped by a layer
of clean gravel and an area of orange clay into which had been set one large floor
tile, 0·6 m. square. The western edge of this was bounded by a possible timber-slot
(127) parallel with Ditch 2. At the same time a large deposit of dark grey-brown
turfy material, containing much charcoal, gravel bands and patches, pottery and
some building material, was deposited in, over and between Ditches 1 and 2. Running along the axis of Ditch I in tills material (126) were three cavities, preserved
because their sides had been heavily iron-panned, which were apparently small
post-holes.
This whole group of deposits represents a general tidying up and raising in level
of this area. It is possible to argue that this may have included a timber structure,
perhaps with a tile floor and a fence to the west of it. The quantity of roof and floor
tile fragments in all these layen is also indicative of building activities in the vicinity.
Pottery from the gravellayen dates to the last quarter of the first century but finds
from the turfy layen 126 and 122/3 are uniformly earlier. These deposits must
however be residual in content as 126 seals a layer containing samian ofFlavian date.
It suggests that the material had already been in use for some purpose rather than
dug freshly for the levelling up of this area.
Layen of iron-panning in the turfy fill indicate that the general area was still
very wet and considerable subsidence occurred along the line of both ditches. These
depressions were filled with a similar turfy, sandy deposit containing pottery dating
as late as the mid-second century. At about this time the whole area west of Ditch 2
was covered by a thick black deposit containing pottery of the same date. This
dump perhaps represents another attempt to level up the site.
Over all this were the remains of the town defences, consisting of a dump
rampart of gravel and sand tips faced by a stone wall. Wall and rampart body
were of one build only, .ince the mortar construction levels immediately behind the
wall faded without break into the main bulk of the rampart. The wall had been robbed out except for the bottom o' 75 m. of footings of which three counes of pitched
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limestone slabs survived. The width of the footings was 2' 4 m. but this would have
been reduced by offsets above ground level.
The rampart itself was 6 metres wide and constructed entirely of dump of dirty
gravel and sand. The tail of the rampart finished abruptly with a vertical edge and
some rear revetment must have exi. ted. .'0 trace of this survived except for a
'catter of stones on the tail of the rampart. Pottery from the rampart dated its
construction to the end of the second century.
Five metres in front of the rampart was a shallow ditch, about 7 metres wide,
though not excavated fully. The ditch had been recut once. The original cut had
partly removed a pit (129) of first- or second-century date, but the pottery from the
ditch itself was not helpful for dating. The recut contained fourth-century material
in its fill. The environmental report shows that the ditch was filled with slowly
flowing water.
Above the ditch and in front of the wall was a thick layer of tumbled stone,
partially sunken into the ditch silt. This must be the result of the total or partial
collapse of the wall. Over the debris and the rampart was up to half a metre of
soil of which at least 0'2 m. had accumulated before the wall was robbed. _'0
dating evidence for the robbing was found. The only other post-Roman disturbance
was a po sible animal burrow (I (3) in the top of the rampart.

7 r.nth II (FlG. 3)
Trench II was 20 metres long and lay 30 metres north of Trench I. As
mentioned above it was dug by machine in order to confirm the general sequence of
events in Trench I and to determine the extent to which this part of tile site had been
denuded by ploughing in comparison to the southern field. The sequence was in
fact broadly similar to that of Trench I although the upper levels had suffered much
more from post-Roman disturbances.
Once again most of the natural was covered by a grey marsh deposit. Cut
through this were two north-south ditches, Ditches 3 and 4. Ditch 3 was 0·8 m.
wide and o' 5 m. deep wlwe Ditch 4 was I ' 7 m. wide and o' 7 m. deep. The two
ditches were just under 6 metres apart. Three metres to the west of Ditch 4 was the
butt-end of Ditch 5 running off to the west and immediately east of Ditch 3 was a
complex of two pits and the butt-end of a ditch running to the east. All these
features contained first-century pottery. Ditches 3 and 4 were were the latest in thIS
group of features since Ditch 3 cut Pit 2, itself cutting Pit I, and the occupation
layers associated with Ditch 4 sealed Ditch 5.
As with the north-south ditches in Trench I the stratigraphic links between 3 and
4 had been destroyed but the stratification in the two is so similar that it can be
assumed that they were contemporary.
West of Ditch 4 was a series of alternating levels of gravel make-up and accumulated occupation debris, largely destroyed at the main ,ection by a post-Roman
disturbance. At some point during this process the two ditches were deliberately
filled, largely with turfY material but also including tips of gravel and ofloose stones.
The effect of this, as in Trench I, was to raise the ground level considerably. There
appeared to have been a secondary filling of the subsidence hollows over the ditches.
Finally a spread of gravel was laid down over much of the area west of the
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ditches and the rampart was constructed on this. It was not so well preserved as in
Trench I but was of the same construction of sand and gravel tips faced with a stone
wall. The maximum surviving width of the rampart was 5 metres. The facing
wall had been badly robbed so that only the lower courses of pitched limestone
footings survived. The width of the footings at 2' 5 m. was slightly wider than in
Trench 1. Below the base of the rampart there was a foundation trench, o ' 5 m.
wide, to within half a metre of the base of the footings.
5 .8 m. in front of the wall was the ditch of the defences. As in Trench I this
had been recut once. The original cut must have had a shallow V-shaped profile
at least 4 metres across. The secondary ditch was probably about 7 metres wide
though it was not totally excavated. Neither ditch was more than 0·8 m. deep.
Over the whole area in front of the wall, except where removed by a later
disturbance, there was an extensive area of stone tumble, partially sunken into the
silt of the recut ditch. Over the tumble was an accumulation of soil similar to that
in Trench 1. The wall itself had been robbed out and there were three pits of
varying size cut into the area behind it. A deposit of soil in the hollow over the
ditch has almost obscured it.
THE FINDS
Thi.! section of the report is devoted to the artefacts. Separate appendices on the
animal bones, by Professor B. J. Marples, on the environmental evidence, by Mr. M.
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Robim"n, and on the geological samples by . fro H. P Powell, to whom I am most grateful,
will be found at the end of the rrport. Mn. J. Bird, Miss D. Charlesworth and Dr. D.
Peacock have reported respectively on the amian, glass and amphorae; and their rf'ports

are incorporated into the body of the text. I would like to thank all of them for their
asmtancc. There were few small finds and they have been listed in the catalngue according to the layen in which they were found.
The following abbreviations have been used :
Cowley
C. J. Young, • The Roman Kiln Site at SI Luke's Road, Cowley',
Oxoniensia, xxxvrn (1973), 215' 232.
S. S. Frere, " Excavations at Dorchester-an-Thames, 196'2 I, .1rchlUol. J.,
Dorchester
CXIX (1962), "4 149·
O. and Oswald F. Oswald, Index ofFigure Types on Terra Sigillata (Samian Ware) (1936'7).
A. C. C. Brodribb, A. R. Hands, D. R. Walker, Excavations at Shakenoak
Shakenoak II
II (1971).
J. A. Stanfield, G. Simpson, Cmtraf Caufish POULTS (lg68).
Sand S
D. W. Harrung, The Iron Age in the Upper Thames Basin (1972).
UTB
In this report the pottery from Trench I has been discussed in some detail to provide
a ... ries from Alehester comparable to that from Dorchester published by Professor Frere.
ParalleL have been quoted only for those coano pottery types which have a relatively
short life and have hexn confined to those from relatively clO5C sites such as Dorchester,
Shakenoak and Verulamium. All; far as pos."dble, where more than one group is illustrative
of pottery typc1 in use in a particular pha~, those which are larger and the most representa·

tive have been published.

All finds are deposited in the Oxford City and County Mu,"um.

Trench I
Pit in marsh !Uposit
Laytr 146 (FIG, 5)
Sandy grey ware with buff surfaces, white and grey tempering.
2
Shell-gritted grey ware with black/buff surfaces.
3 Sandy, orange ware, slightly micaceous, red and white temper.
Marsh d,posit
Layer 135
4 Hard, sandy, micaceous grey ware.
5 Grey war(', burni hed black surfaces, black and white inclusions, granular texture.
The types are all of the south-eastern Belgic tradition which was current in the upper
1bames valley before and after the Conquest. The butt-beaker appeared in the "gion
only shortly before the Conquest and continued in u e long after it.
Earl;! fill of Ditches 1 .nd 2
Layer 122/6
6 Fabric as 5, burnished.
7 Fabric as last.

Layer 1R2 '5
8 Fabric as 2, grooved on girth.
9 Sandy, very heavily tempered grey ware with buff surfaces.
Non-ceramic: I oval gaming counter of brown glass, chipped; two fragments of quern
stone and I flint chip (Appendix 3 : Sample 1 a-c).
Layer 138
10
Fabric as~. vertical smoothing marks. In ware, form and manufacturing techniques,
this jar is closely paralleled by the cooking-pots of the pre-Belgic Iron Age (UTB,
PI. LXI, F). It is nearly complete and it .. em, for thi, reason unlikely to be residual.
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It u possible that such types may have continued in use for longer than normally suggested.
II
Fabric as 4.
I'
Micacrous grey ware, white temper. with black surfaces. burni5hed. A joining .herd
ofthUves"d came from 133.
IS Fabric as 9 but with darker urfaces. Stabbed decoration.
r-;on-ccrarruc : J iron nail with rectangular head.

Layer 132
Samian : From 37, South Gaul. The trident-tongued ovolo u cbaracterutically Flavian.
Amphora: body sherd (see below. p. 151).
14 Hard. sandy grey ware, patchy white slip.
15 Fabric as 13.
16 Micaceous, fine, grey ware with dark grey surfaces. This ware was produced at
Allen's Pit. Dorchester, and first appears at Dorchester in Flavian levels.'
17 Hard. sandy grey ware with red skin and black surfaces.
Non-c~ramic : iron nail.
All the types in this group of layers are of Gallo-Belgic origin but continued long after
the conquest. A joining sherd of I ' was found in t33 associated with Neronian;early
Flavian samian. It is not attested in this ware before Flavian times. The silting cannot
have started to accumulate much lxfore c. A.D. 70.

Occupation layers associated with .arly fill of Dikh I and 2
Layer 145
18 Fabric as 15. Cj. Dorehesln', 14.
19 Heavily tempered red ware with grey core and buff surfaces.

Layer 133
Samian : Form 18, South Gaul. Neronian-early Flavian probably.
'0 Fabric as 19.
Not illustrated: sherdjoining I ' •• herd of butt-beaker with rouletted decoration.
Lay.,. 142
Fabric as 19.
0>
Fabric as 19. Grooved and stabbed decoration.
This material;" of the same date range as that from the early ditch silts.

, I

TIlTh fill of Dikhts I and 2
Laytr 1R2/3
Sarnian : Form '9, South Gaul. Neatly modelled scroll with small palm leaf terminals.
c. A.D. 45-00 (FIG. 4, I).
Form 15/17R or t8R, South Gaul. :-Ieronian.
Form '7, South Gaul, :-Ieronian.
South Gaulish sherd, Claudian or Neronian.
'3 Hard. sandy, micaceous pink-grey ware.
'4 Fabric as 4.
Layer u6
Samian : Form 30, South Gaul, with groups of arrowheads. c. A.D. 45-00·
Form 18, South Gaul, Claudian.
Form t8. South Gaul. Claudio-Neronian.
Form 27, South Gaul, Claudio-Neronian.
Sou th Gaulish sherd.
Amphora: 4 body 'herds, all possibly from same vessel (see below p. 15 1).
t C. J. Young. T/u R ...... P"t.ry INks"7 qf llu O.ford lit, .... in prep.
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Hard, sandy, micaceous grey ware with much black sand and darker grey surfaces.
Fabric as 15.
Grey ware, white temper, red skin and buff surfaces, exterior has had burnished black
Fabric as 5, reddish-buff interior surface.

(FIG. 6)
!29 Grey ware with orange surfaces; girth grooves.
Non-ceramic: 2 iron nails, fragmentary whetstone (?).

Layer 130 (= Layer 126)
Samian : Form 18, South Gaul) Claudio-Neronian.
Form ,8, South Gaul; burnt. Probably Clauclio-Neronian.
30 Light grey ware, black exterior, reddish-buff' interior.
31 Hard, sandy, micaceous grey ware with red core.
The samian suggests a date before c. A.D. 70 and the coarse pottery need not be later
than that. Since these deposits seal layers which are definitely later the pottery must be
regarded as residual (see p. 152).

Occuptaion associatd with turfy fill qf Ditches I and 2
Layer 137
Samian : Rim, probably form ,8 ; South Gaul. Neronian, or perhaps early Flavian.
Clay and gravel tip on E edge of Ditch I
Layer 121
Samian : Form 37, Central Gaul. The figure is Vulcan (0 ·66 or 67) ; there is no parallel
in S and S for the rosette inside a square, but the fabric and wavy-line round the
base place this among the Hadrianic potters. c. A.D. 125-145 (FIG. 4, 2).
Form 18/31, Les Martres de VeYTe. Trajanie-early Hadrianic.
32 Hard, sandy, grey ware, much black sand, black exterior.
33 Micaceous grey ware with darker grey surfaces; reeded rim.
34 Fabric as 2 j red interior surface.
35 Fabric as last; grooved on shoulder, scratch-marked below.
Not illustrated: rim as 17.
First half of second century.

Turfy jill qf mbsiderue hollows over Ditches I and"
Layer 122
Samian : Form 37, in early ( micaceous' Lezoux fabric. The horseman has no exact
parallel in Oswald, but the fine beads of the spear are common at Les Martres.
Probably Trajanic (FIG. 4, 3).
Form 15/17, South Gaul. Early Flavian.
Form 33 ; probably Lezoux, but the slip is matt and very micaceous.
Hadrianic or early Antonine on rorm,
Amphora: I body sherd (see below p. 151).
36 Imitation Dr. 30 ; fine micaceous grey ware with pinkish grey skin and black surfaces ;
impressed decoration; probably a product of the Oxon kilns. Cf Verulamium, 694-7, A.D.
'3 0 - 1 50 .
37 Sandy, micaceous red ware with white temper and grey surfaces.
38 Hard, sandy, ligbt grey ware, much black sand, giving a speckled surface, rouletted on
body.
39 Micaceous grey ware with red surfaces.
40 Fabric as 4.
41 Hard, sandy, micaceous grey ware, white and black inclusions.
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42

Micaceous, sandy, grey ware with darker surface.c;

j

147

burnished lines on shoulder;

Cf. Vmllamium, 149-155,383-5,435-40,607-11, covering period A.D. 00-150.
Not illustrated: storage jar rim, flagon neck (probably Oxon kiln product), one sherd
ofrough-cast colour-coat beaker.

Non-ceramic: fragment of quem stone (Appendix 3, Sample 2).
First half of second century.

Layer I25
Samian : Form 29, probably; South Gaul.

Scroll winding over groups of arrowheads.

Neronian.
Form 30, South Gaul; rivet-hole for repair.

Trident-tongued ovolo above
panels with wavy-line sallire and scrolls. Flavian. (Probably = 120) (FlO.
4,4)·
Form 37 in the style of Potter X-2 ofLes Martres de Veyre. The two broken
figures are not certainly identifiable, but all the other motilS occur in his work:
the latticed pillar, wreath, and wavy lines (S and S, PI. 3, 21), the small figure
with a stick, the' crown " and the ovolo (S and S, PI. 4, 35), the altar and the
figure with a scroll (S and S, PI. 7,93), and the Bacchus 0.563 (S and S, PI. 5, 53)·
C. A.D. 100-125 (Fig. 4, 5)·
Form 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
Form 18/31, Les Martres, Trajanic-Hadrianic.

Form 27, probably late South Gaulish ware from Montans, and Trajartic.
Three South Gaulish sherds, late 1st century.
Amphora: 1 body sherd (see below p. 151)
43 Hard, sandy, off-white ware with grey core.
44 Sandy, micaceous ware, red and white inclusions. Rim incomplete.
45 Fabric as 36 ; patterned with trailed slip. See 36 for comments.
46 Hard, sandy, off-white/grey ware with black exterior and light grey interior.
Not illustrated: mortarium flange sherd (Oxford product. See Cowky, Fig. 4, H, for
form).
Non-ceramic: iron spike with square head, length 124 mm. ; iron nail; one fragment of
green bottle glass, form unidentifiable, first or second century; one fragment, form unidentifiable, of clear blue glass, not later than late first century; small fragments of pumice
stone (Appendix 3, Sample 3)·
First half of second century.

La)", btlow rampart and abo,.. ditch jills and occupation layers
iA.yer I31
47 Grey ware with reddish-buff surfaces.
48 Very hard, sandy, grey ware.
49 Sandy grey ware, heavily tempered with white inclusions.
Layer

I23

Samian : Form 27, South Gaul, Flavian.
Form 31, Central Gaul, Hadrianic-early Antonine.
50 Sandy, orange warc:, traces of white slip.

51 Micaceous, sandy, light grey ware with dark grey/black surface,.
52 Hard, sandy, micaceous grey ware with red core.
53 Fabric as 47.
Non-ceramic: lump of lead weighing 25 gms.
Sorond century, probably first half.
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Layers within the Rampart
Layer 120
Samian : Form 18/31, Les Martres, .tamped ( ) R.VASILF. c. 100-130 A.D. (flO. 4. 6).
Form 30, South Gaul, Trident-tongued ovolo. Flavian. (Cf. flO. 4,4).
Form 37. Central Gaul. There is no close parallel in SandS for the curiow
single-bordered ovolo. Probably c. A.D. 125-150. (Burnt) (flO. 4, 7).
Form 37. Central Gaul, with small figure of a warrior (perhaps 0.213). Antoninc.
Form 18. South Gaul. Flavian.
Form 27, in early' micaceous' Lezoux fabric. Probably Flavian.
At least three form 3 IS, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Form 33, Central Gaul, C2.
Form 36, probably; Central Gaul, C2.
Two Form 37s, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Form 38, Central Gaul; burnt, or perhaps overfired. Antonine.
One South Gaulish sherd, later C!.
Six Central Gaulish sherds, including one with rivet-hole and two from closed
vessels C2.

Amphorae: 8 body sherds (see below p. (51).
54 Hard, sandy, off-white fabric with multicoloured quartzite grit; Oxford kiln product;
if. Verulamium, 1010, c. A.D. 15!r155/160, type dated by Mrs. Hartley to early or midsecond century.

(FlO. 7)
55 Hard, sandy, off-white to grey fabric with sparse grey quartzite grit ; Oxford kiln
product; if. Vtrulamium, 748, c. A.D. 13!r150, type dated by Mrs. Hartley to c. A.D. 11!r140.
56 Imitation Dr. 27. fabric as 36. Oxford kiln product, if. Dorchester, 102, c. A.D. 135-145.
57 Fabric as last. Oxford kiln product.
58 Fabric as 47.
59 Fabric as last.
60 Hard, sandy, grey ware containing large Rakes of mica and white inclusions; reddishbrown surfaces, traces of mica-gilt on exterior; if. Dorchester, J47, late second century.
61 Hard, sandy, grey ware, red and white inclusions, with red surfaces; lattice decoration
on sides, wavy line decoration on bottom of base.
62 Sandy, micaceous, white inclusions, red ware with grey core and black exterior surface.
63 Fabric as 42 ; if. Dorchester, 163, late second century.
64 Imitation Dr. 18 ; sandy, micaceous orange ware with thin grey core; black inclusions.
Oxford kiln product, if. Cowl,)" 7·
65 Fabric as 57 ; if. Verulmnium, 858, A.D. 150/160 ; Oxford kiln product.
66 Micaceous, grey ware with red surfaces, black inclusions.
67 Fabric as 56 ; Oxford kiln product.
68 Fabric as 45 ; Oxford kiln product.

69 Hard, sandy, grey ware, wbite and black inclusions.
70 Sandy, micaceous, purple-black ware with black surfaces.
71 Hard, sandy, grey ware with black exterior.
72 Fabric as 70.
73 Grey shell-gritted ware with red surfaces; hand-made.
74 Grey shell-gritted ware with black outer surface; hand-made;
183-4.

if.

Shakenoak II.

Not illustrated: beaker as 45, base of imitation Dr. 18, ware as 64, with worn nonsense

stamp (joining 'herd from (31).
Layer ll5
Samian : Form 15/17 or 18, South Gaul. Flavian probably.
75 Micaceow, grey ware with black inclusions: if. Dorchester, 164, late second century.
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76 Fine grey ware with burnished black exterior;
Oxford kiln product.
77 Fine, willte ware with pink-red core.
78 Fabric as 69.
79 Sandy, pink ware.

if.

et al.
VtrUlamium, 599,

A.D.

130-150 ;

Layer 114
Samian : Form 37. Part of animal (probably a lion) and foliage in the style of the
Cinnamus-Cerialis group at Lezoux. c. A.D. 15D-180 (flO. 4, 9).
Form 37 base, Central Gaul, probably Antonine.
Form 31) Central Gaul, Hadrianic-Antonine.

80
81
82

Fabric as 57 ; if. Dorchnter, 127, A.D. 13D-150.
Fabric as 69.
Hard, sandy, micaceous ware with pink core and dark-grey surfaces.

La)·er 108
Samian : Form 31, Central Gaul, Hadrianic-early Anlonine.
Sherd, probably from form 31, Central or East Gaul, second halfC2.

Pit sealed by ditch of lown diftnces
Layer 129
Samian : South Gaulish sherd, later C 1.
Dilch of lown difences
Layer 128 Primary fill
Samian : Form 27, South Gaul, Neronian.

La)·" 105 Fill of recut of ditch
Samian : Form 37, Central Gaul; very abraded. Tbe figure is probably Apollo (0 ·93),
shared by several potters; the decorative detail5 are too fragmentary to assist
attribution. c. A.D. '50-180 (>10. 4, 9). Two Central Gaulish sherds, very
abraded; Co.
n,e quantity of coarse pottery from this layer was relatively small and none was
worthy of illustration. It included late Roman red colour-coat ware, which indicates that
the ditch was still open in the fourth century.
Non-ceramic: illegible coin, probably fourth century.
Th dale oj 1M difences
As is usual with rampart sections a large proportion of the pottery is residual, as is
clearly shown by the date range of the samian. The latest samian is dated to tbe second
half of the second century and none of the coarse pottery from the body of the rampart i.
later than this. The total absence of pottery of any later date and the fact that 131, which
lay immediately under the rampart, contained nothing later than the middle of the second
century suggests that the defences cannot have been constructed later than the end of the
second cen tury.

Trench II
This trench was dug mechanically so that a smaller quantity of stratified material was
recovered than was the case in Trench I. This did not alter the dating arrived at on the
basis of the pottery from Trench I and added no new information to our knowledge of the
ponery of the area. No material from this trench is illustrated here for these reasons.
The pottery from this excavation is a good range of the fabrics and types current in the
Oxford region in the first and second centuries, being very similar to that found in the
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Dorchester defence section dug by Professor Frere.' 11,e association of Gallo-Belgic types
with Neronian and Flavian samian shows clearly that the local pottery tradition continued
,,;th little change for several decades afler the Conquest. Small kiln sites of this period
have been found at Hanborough,9 Cassington," and the Churchill Hospital, Headington"
but the Alchester material does not come from any of these sources.
From the early second century much afthe pottery was drawn from the main group of

Oxford kiln sites. Pieces which can be identified definitely as products of this industry
include the mortaria (nos. 54 and 55), the samian imitations and other vessels in fine grey
wares (e.g. nos. 36,45,46,51,56,57,67,68,76,80). The bulk of the other grey wares
could also come from the Oxford kilns but it is certain that at this date other centres were
still in production." A good example of this is provided here by the hand-made shellgritted ware, nos. 73 and 74, found also at Shakenoak.
The imported wares from this excavation produced few surprises, the vast bulk being
samian of Southern and Central Gaulish manufacture. Of some little note is the occurrence of one sherd of the not very common early micaceous Lezoux fabric. In postRoman contexts were discovered two sherds of pre-Flavian colour-coated cups produced

at Lyons." Dr. Peacock comments that all the amphorae were globular, of Spanish
origin, being produced in the area of the river Guadalquivir, between Seville and Cordoba
in the Roman province ofBaetica.

DISCUSSION

Despite the restricted scope of the excavation we have been able to add quite
considerably to our knowledge of Roman Alchester. First, there was very little
evidence for pre-Roman occupation of the site apart from the possible pit in Trench
I. Even if this were inclicative of large scale pre-Roman occupation a period of
marsh growth preceded the first Roman occupation. Similar marsh deposits seem
to be recognizable in all the earlier defence sections but not in the trenches dug in
the centre of the town. The environmental evidence inclicates severe drainage
problems throughout the Roman period in this part of the town.
When it was /irst occupied extensive drainage operations must have been
necessary. This presumably was the function of the two ditches which appear to
run over 230 metres on approximately the line of the later defences. The presence
nearby of open grassland (see below p. 166) indicates that the ditches were on the
edge of the occupied area at this period and perhaps marked some kind of boundary
between settlement and agricultural land. The fact that the later defences also
followed this line suggests that it continued to be significant for some time, perhaps as
a property boundary. It has been suggested that these clitches themselves could
have been defensive," but this cannot be correct.
ot only were they irregular in
shape and size, but also the gap between them varies from 1 metre (1927 Site 2) to
6 metres (1974 Trench II) giving them a somewhat sinuous course. Also, in 1929'S
• S. S. Frere, • Excavations at Dorchester-an-Thames. 1962 ',ArebalOl.J., CXIX (lo62), 114-149.
'D. Sturdy, C.J. Young, • The early Roman Kiln site at Hanborough, Oxon', in prep.
I, C. J. Young, Th Roman Potlny lruluslry of 11'11 Oxford IUgum, in prep.
OXtmimsUI.

XXXlX

(19704-).

n E. Harril. C. J. Young, • The Roman Kiln Site at Boan Hill, Near Oxford', Oxonitnsia,

XXXIX

(1974),

II

I

C.J. Young,' Excavations at the Churchill Hospital, 1973. Interim Report

JJ

II.

11I---l:I5·

'. K. T. Greene, Guide to Prt-Flavian FiM Wares (1972), 1-2, Fig. 2, type 5. I am graterul to Mr. Greene
ror commenting on these sherds.
ltJ. S. 'V'lather, Art/uuo/.J., CXIX (1g62), 106.
IJJ. H. lliffe, Anliq. J., IX (1929), 107. 1104-.
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a ditch was found running into one ofth~m at th~ north-east comer of the town while
the '974: trenches showed that contemporary occupation levels ran up to the edge of
the western ditch. Th""e were still open in Flavian times and it is difficult to see
that they could have remained open in such waterlogged conditions for more than a
decade. In this context it is worth remembering that Trench II showed more than
one phase of ditching cut through the marsh.
The provision of drainage ditches cannot have .olved the problem completely
since before the end of the first century it was necessary to fill in the ditches and raise
the ground level considerably by dumping. To judge by the quantity of residual
pottery in the predominantly turfy deposits the latter were re-used material, perhaps
from an old rampart of the possible military occupation. This turfy material was
the only indication of such an occupation and it is as well to remember that the most
recent find of military equipment was made 600 metres .outh of the town. ,6
The occupation following the raising of the ground level lasted long enough for
subsidence hollows to occur over the ditches and the resulting hollows be filled with
material containing pottery of ti,e first half of the second century. It was followed
by the construction of the defences whiell the '974: sections showed to consist of a
contemporary wall and rampart with a total width ofB· 5 metres, the wall itselfbeing
c. 2·5 metres wide.
Beyond a berm 5 metres wide was a shallow ditell recut and probably widened
at a later date. The rampart was not built before the last quarter of the second
century. This interpretation is not entirely consistent with the claimed results of
earlit:r excavations.

Four previous investigations have been made:
(I) In 1B92 a section of the defences showed them to consist ofa gravel bank
faced by rubble, fronted by a recut ditell (FlO. B).17
(2) 1927, in the area of the east gate. The excavator claimed to have found
two periods of defences. The first of these was formed by the two early ditches
shown above to have been drainage channels and by a rampart formed of' gravel
and cement layers'. It is likely that these were simple make-up and occupation
layers of the type encountered in 1974: and that the appearance of a rampart profile
was caused by sub.idence into the filled-in ditch. The main structure was a footing
of pitched stone slabs 19t ft. (c. 6 m.) wide. The front half of this was covered by a
gravel bank which extended 4: ft. (I ·22 m.) beyond its front edge. The rear part of
the footing was overlaid by a sequence of occupation layers. It was traced for a
length of 4:0 ft. (12·2 m.) and found to have a masonry footing at least B ft. (2·« m.)
.quare adjoining its rear face. The top of the footing varied in depth below ground
surface from 4: to 7 ft. suggesting a considerable degree of robbing, although none is
mentioned in the report. I 8
(3) '927. mid-way between east gate and north-east angle. A footing of
pitched slabs was found 2f ft. below the surface. It was 7 ft. (2·3 m.) wide. East of

I' G. Webster, OJ(onimsia, x:x:xvm (1973). 385-6.

I, VCH O.am J, ~85.
I'

Jliffe,.p. cit. note 15.

IIQ-8.
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this (i.e. in front) was an area of loose stones in dark earth fronted by the slight
foundations ofa wall 3 ft. (I m.) ,,~de. This was claimed to be the rampart."
(4) 19 2 7-9, the north-east corner. The most prominent feature was a massive
stone footing from which both the north and east walls of the town seemed to run.
A section south of this was claimed to show a rampart, built of alternate bands of
gravel and dark soil, in front of the stone wall and itself fronted by a shallow ditch.
Ditch and rampart both contained first-century pottery. '9
(I) matches well the results of the 197+ work but (2), (3) and (4) give a
somewhat different picture. Before evaluating this it is worth noting that those walls
found at great depth must have been robbed if they had anything to do with town
defences for the latter in other places (e.g. (3) above, and 1974 Trenches I and II)
came very close to the surface; no robbing is noted in the published accounts while
the drawn sections are not clear enough to show whether or not such trenches existed.
If Iliffe did not recognize robber trenches he may well have been misled by the
apparent depth of the defence wall into looking for the rampart at too great a depth.
If we bear this in mind it is clear that (2) and (4) both produced remains of
great interest. (2) was in the area of the east gate and it is likely that the 6 metre
footing was the robbed out foundation of that gate. (4) clearly included an internal
angle tower. The supposed external bank to the south of this could easily have been
a build-up of occupation levels and deliberate ground raising like that found in 1974.
In this case the ditch associated with it would have been just another drainage ditch
like so many others of first-century date on this si teo The alleged rampart in (3)
seems from its description to have been tumble from the collapsed wall. The footing
at its front edge could have been merely a piece of wall which had fallen more or less
as one piece.
The 1974 trenches would seem to present the most reliable picture of the main
defences. A synthesis of their evidence and that from the earlier section would
suggest that the defences consisted of a bank faced with a stone wall, perhaps with
angle and internal towers and su bstantial masonry gates. If they were of this
nature, they possessed two features which were unusual in the general context of
Romano-British town defences. First the shallow V-profile of the original ditch is
unusual for a second-century defensive feature. It can perhaps be accounted for by
the extreme wetness of the site. Since the en\~ronmental report shows the ditch to
have contained water permanently it may have been undesirable or difficult to dig
it to any greater depth.
Secondly, the contemporaneity of construction of tlle rampart and wall is
unusual, the more normal sequence being an earth bank of the late second century,
faced at a later date with a stone wall.'· Other examples of contemporary walls and
banks have been known to occur only at Canterbury and Verulamium." This is
particularly odd in that Dorchester-on-Thames, the other Roman town or the upper
Thames valley, produced the more normal sequence of ramparts. The re-cutting
and widening of the ditch is of uncertain date. Such events are normally associated
1, Idem, 118-9.
uldnn, ng--I!2O; Antiq. J.t Xli (1932).
uS. S. Frere, Britannia (1974), 286.
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with the Theodosian reconstruction of town defences but as yet no trace of external
bastions, a development also commonly associated with tills period, has been found
at Alchoster.

PLOUGHING AT ALCHESTER
By

GEORGE LAMBRICK

Alchester lies in the former Common Field of Wendlebury which was enclosed
by an award of 1800. The enclosure divided the defended area fairly equally into
two fields, one to the north and the other to the south. Of these the southern one
seems not to have been ploughed since, tbougb the northern has continued to be
cultivated up to the present day. Before enclosure ti,e wbole area seems to have
been ploughed. Ridge and furrow is still clearly visible in the southern field wbich
is under permanent pasture, while air photographs show faint traces of ridge and
furrow in ti,e northern field. This seems to be corroborated by pre-enclosure
observations. The anonymous author of' A History of Alchester ' written in ,622
says that' The place where Almester stood is now a ploughed plat of ground ...
reasonably fertile, well meadowed about it.'n Stukeley too says ' The city now
called Aldchester is a parcel of ploughed field . . . It stands in the middle of a
meadow "3 and records that' every one [the inhabitants of Wendlebury] has a
certain little portion of it to plough up '." R. Davis' map of the county'S dating
from '797 shows that the whole area was then under plough. The ridges of the
streets and defences were used as headlands for the ridge and furrow. Again this is
clearly visible in the pasture field where the north-south ridges of ti,e east and west
defences and the north-south street divide up ti,e east-west lines of ridge and furrow.
The air photographs suggest tI,at tills may have been the case in tbe north field also,
and Stukeley noted that' The track of the way that passes the city in the middle
from south to north, is still very high raised '.,6 In the ,850's the Rev. 'vV. L. Brown
considered that the ridges might be headlands alone without any underlying
features, saying that
it must be remembered in reference to these ridges that they are not always
indications either of roads or of foundations beneath. The turning places of the

I

plough usually called headlands are often considerably raised by the accumulation
orsoil driven up in wet weather by the plough

'.27

The excavation of one ridge (it is not recorded where) apparently produced only
4 ft. of' black mould 'resting on natural gravel. It may be possible tI,at the headlands of the ridge and furrow could have exaggerated the existing ridges to some
extent, though as we shall see, Stukeley believed the opposite to be true.
II

Anon. 01'. cit. note

I,

41 ,.

1, W. Stukeley, ItitteTlJriurn CuriDJUm (~ntlll'iill (17~4) . 39.
'. Ibid" 39.
1, R. Davis, A tUw TTUJp pj' Oxfords",,, { 1797).

"StuUley. tJ/J. cit. note 23. 40.
',rraJUaCtlj,ns iftk Arcluuologi€tJl tlnd NtJturtJl Hislilry SotU!1

of North
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The pre-enclosure ploughing certainly seems to have been fairly damaging.
The furrows must have cut some way into the archaeological levels and again the
pre-enclosure writers have left valuable comments. In 1622 we learn that' one
Fynmore, a husbandman of Wendlebury, ploughiog very deep, lighted upon a
rough round stone which being digged out was found to be hollow withio ... ',8
Stukeley gives quite a long account of what he observed:
, Every one has a little portion of it to plough up ; whence we may well imagine the
land is racked to the last extremity and no great care taken in the management of
it : yet it bears very good crops of wheat. & I traversed tbe spot at every step I
saw pieces of pots and vessels, of all sorts of coloured earth ... I perceived them
strown very thick over the whole field together with bits of bricks of all sorts: the
husbandmen told me they frequently break their ploughs against foundations of
hewn stone and brick; and we saw upon the spot many paving stones with a

smooth face, and laid in a very good bed of gravel, till they draw them all up by
degrees, when the plough chances to go a little deeper than ordinary. "9
He goes on to speak of the defences thus :
, the vallum and ditch are sufficiently visible, though both have met with equal
change; the vallum from the plough which levels it to a certain quantity every year ;
and tht" inundation of the meadow raises the ditch '.3 0

This suggests that the use of existing earthworks as headlands may have been fairly
damaging rather than affording them protection.
The enclosure of the field probably changed its treatment fairly dramatically
in terms of its cultivation. The southern field appears not to have been ploughed
since then, or at any rate cannot have been cultivated more than a very few times.
Between the fields a hedge was planted and a ditch dug, during which operation
various foundations, stones, tiles and pieces of pottery were noticed. In 1816
Dunkin records :
, The ditch in front of the hedge is cut through the foundations of several brick
edifices, but whether they formed parts of small streets cannot be ascertained. The
wall on the eastern part of the city passed through the middle of this field ... Part
of the foundation of this wall may be seen in the ditch before mentioned which is
cut through the angle of some building projecting beyond it. '3'
In the northern field the cultivation technique seems likely to have cllanged with the
enclosure. Ridge and furrow is still visible on neighbouring Otmoor and presumably
must post-date the moor's first drainage in about 1814, but its use there might reasonably be regarded as exceptional and not indicative of a general survival of the
technique in the area. At Alchester there is some indication that ridge and furrow
was abandoned at the time of the enclosure. The actual enclosure of the area seems
not entirely to have respected the old furlongs, for in at least one place the new field
"Anon,

op. cit. note

J,

429.

I, Stukdey, op. cit. note 23. 39.
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boundary cut through the ridge and furrow. A paper by the Rev.
recalled the position immediately after enclosure:
• Though inclosure of Wendlebury Field,

A.D . • 800,

J.

Marshall

and the consequent improved

cultivation of the soil, combined with the intersection of quick fence, and the

natural growth of timber in the hedgerows, have gradually worn away the rough
traces which did exist to mark the spot where Alchester stood ; still the prodigious
blackness and richness of the earth spoken of by Stukeley is apparent in places. '"
The Rev. W. L. Brown in the same volume criticizes Stukeley's illustrations of the
site and his own plan for over-emphasizing the earthworks, saying that' the slopes
are generally so gradual as to make it difficult to exhibit them on paper without
exaggeration' .33 It is not entirely unlikely that apart from possible exaggeration a
positive levelling had already taken place in the period between Stukeley's observation of the site and the Rev. Mr. Brown's.
After 1858 no more was written about ploughing on the site until the publication
of the 1928 excavations. But some information has survived from the intervening
period in the form of the previously unpublished section drawing (FIG. 8)34 of the
1892 trench through the eastern defences, and though it is too simple to give a reliable
picture of the stratigraphy, it does appear to give a good idea of the earthworks'
profile a(fording an interesting comparison with the latest trenches. The 1929
report stated simply, • It should not be forgotten, however, that continued ploughing
to say nothing of robbing has caused much disturbance in the later material at
Alchester. '3l Although sections were published of the cuttings through the eastern
defences they are too diagrammatic to enable a fair comparison to be made with the
earlier or later excavations. The excavations in the interior of the town however
might provide useful comparisons were such excavations to be repeated. More
recently still, visits to the site have occasioned further comments on the cultivation
threat. For instance D. B. Harden in 1936 commented' the fields by constant
ploughing and various excavations have tended to get considerably cut about '.3 6
Fears of plough damage and suspicions of actual damage have continued to be
entertained to the present day and it was to try to produce some more definite
evidence that the 1974 excavations were undertaken.
Currently the main reason for suspecting damage has been the very obvious
contrast in the profile of the eastern defences between tl,e ploughed and unploughed
parts of the site, and to a lesser extent the levelling of other earthworks such as the
north- outh street. The mere existence of pottery and rubble scatters cannot be
considered as grounds for suspecting damage since the material has probably been
turned over within the plough soil for centuries, as all the antiquaries commented.
The finds scaUers were not examined for fresh breaks as a possible indication of
damage. The' fresh breaks' tl,eory makes various assumptions about cultivation
techniques and about tl,e survival of pottery and the freshness of the breaks which
TrtJM. Arch. aM. NIJI. frut. 5«. of North OxjDrdJhir6 (1857-58" 1~9
Ibid.• 135.
" ~lS. in Haverfield Library. Ashmolean Museum. We are grateful for permission to reproduce this
drawing.
H Antiqllarus JDurnal, IX (1929). 110.
J' MS. note in Ashmolean Museum file on Alchoun-.
}l
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have yet to be tested fully on a site where damage can be proved on other grounds.
At AIchester the areas which seemed most likely to be suffering were the surviving
earthworks. Here even ploughing the same depth of soil could lead to an increase
in the effective penetration of the plough. That erosion had already taken place
was clear from the contrasting profiles of the defences either side of the hedge,
but it was felt necessary to excavate them to assess exactly what had b('en done and
what likely effect continued ploughing might have. It was therefore decided that
the excavations should be sited on an earthwork and it seemed sensible to use one of
the linear earthworks availahle in each field so that a trench each side of the field
boundary would allow a comparison of the condition of the feature in each case to be
made. There were two possibilities-the eastern defences and the central north-south
road, neither of which was hampered by later field boundaries. Each seemed likely
to provide the linear stratification necessary, but the road might well have presented
considerable problems if much patching had interfered with the basic stratigraphy.
Furthermore the defences as the more definite earthwork seemed more likely to be
endang.. red by the effects of ploughing and ero ion. Apart from this the defences
were of more interest archaeologically. Thus the '974 trenches were sited either
side of the east-west field boundary on the line of the eastern defences.
The anticipated continuity of stratification unfortunately was found not to
exist where the trenclles were opened and tlleir u.efulness was thereby greatly
diminished. Nevertheless the comparison was interesting and the existence of the
1892 profile provided an informative intermediate stage. Detailed comparison of
the two trenches is problematic.
It cannot be based on an ab.olute datum since this would not allow for local
variation in the post-Roman, pre-cultivation ground relief. This cannot be
deduced from the present land surface. The undisturbed surface of the natural soil
would give a better idea of comparable levels but tllis does not allow for variation in
the build-up and subsequent denudation of archaeological deposits.
For this reason it was desirable that continuous layers should have existed to
act as a datum. Their absence in Trench II means that the comparison ha., to
be based on the level of the very few areas of undisturbed natural or on the level of the
bottom of the wall, neither of which is a reliable datum. Conclusions must therefore
be tentative. It appears that the change of prome exhibited by Trench II has been
caused not by a general lowering of the ground level but by its flattening. It is
clear that on each side of the wall there has been a build-up of soil. This is considerable over the main ditch (F 209 and F 212) in Trench II, where the extra accumulation of soil is about 60 cms. At the western end of the trench the furrow which
appears at the end of Trench I has to a large extent been filled in, presumably
affording extra protection to the layers beneath. Comparing the top of the earthwork it appears tllat the two slight ridges either side of the wall have been removed,
and the depth of soil over the robber trench itself has diminished by about 10 cms.
The critical measurement of the comparative level of the bottom of ploughing is
unfortunately almost impossible to make accurately because of the lack of an easily
established datum for the reasons discussed above, which results from disturbances
in Trench II. The bottom of the wall which is one of the few undisturbed levels
clearly varies in depth from side to side and may well vary along its length also. A
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comparison using this highly dubious datum or the almost equally dubious one
based on what little remains of the top of the gravel, suggests that the low.st level of
ploughing on top of the earthwork averaged about the same in each trencb. Doubt
may be cast on such comparisons if the large amount of material whicb has accumulated either side of the ridge is compared with the small amount apparently lost from
on top. However, the effective width of the ridge may have varied and been slightly
greater than the width of the ditch thus enabling a greater depth to accumulate. 1t
is also not impossible that the ridge also varied in height and was higher in the area
ofTrencb II, nor is it impossible that soil was dumped in the ditch from elsewhere to
level it up, though we have no evidence of this having happened. Conclusions either
way with regard to the comparison of the two trenches cannot be firm.
The simplest comparison, that of the plain profile, however, is clear enough and
comparison with the 1892 profile shows that the levelling process now nearly complete
was well under way by the end of the 19th century, and may have slowed down considerably since then. Unfortunately the 1927-28 sections do not show the profile
sufficiently convincingly to be trusted, so that an assessment of any variation in the
rate of change is not really possible.
So far only the past treatment of the site has been discussed and the current
potential threat has yet to be assessed. The evidence of the past treatment of the site
has been used to demonstrate that the threat is not a new one, and that it is possible
that a great deal more cbange has already been done by ploughing (not to mention
unrecorded robbing, looting and excavating) than is likely to be done in the future.
Currently)7 the site is cultivated using a conventional mouldboard plough working
to 6 ins. or 8 ins. followed by two or three passes of harrowing. The soil is extremely
fertile as was attested by the antiquarian observers and is also very well structured.
As a result subsoiling and pan-busting have never been done. Nor has deliberate
levelling of earthworks been done to the farmer's knowledge. The excellence of
the soil makes it easily worked requiring a minimum of passes, and this coupled witll
its fertility has allowed continual cropping for at least eight years. The farmer says
that the field is one of the very best and cultivation is therefore undoubtedly likely to
continue. Subsoiling or pan-busting will certainly not be used as they would in no
way improve the land and would merely cause extra expense. If any change occurs
it is more likely to be towards shallower cultivation or direct drilling, but only if
such methods will substantially reduce costs. Since the soil is very easily worked,
the main advantages of direct drilling do not apply. The farmer actually uses direct
drilling to some extent but never at Alchester. Thus the site is likely to continue to
be ploughed in the same way if agricultural considerations alone dictate cultivation
policy.
The effect on the site of continued cultivation of the same type is difficult te.
assess. The rate of change in the profile of the defences appears to be fairly slow if
the 1892 section is reliable. This evidence is not very sound however since it does
not make allowances for unrecorded cllanges in cultivation technique, etc., which
might make a difference. Nevertheless it seems logical that the flatter the profile
becomes the slower erosion will become, since slope is a critical factor in determining
the rate of soil movement. Accurate measurements of changes of profile taken over
11

I am mOlt grateful to the tenant, Mr. Deeley, for supplying this information.
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a long period of time, at least five or six years and probably more, need to be made
and related to soil type and method, type and frequency of ploughing before a true
picture could be established. It is certainly not pos<ible to say now whether
continued ploughing will cause serious damage. Conclusions concerning the interior
of the town are impossible: a similar operation conducted on the main north-south
street might prove more conclusive than the defences excavation. The final answer
to the question of plough-damage at Alchester has not been provided by the 1974
trenches which have been unfortunately and perhaps unluckily inconclusive. To
some extent the degree of past damage has been shown, but in terms of what may be
predicted for the future we are not much further forward. It seems fair to expect
that the rate of damage may have greatly diminished, perhaps to a level at which
damage is negligible, but this cannot be proved without further investigation.

APPENDIX I
REPORT OS THB ANIMAL ltO","""£S FROM ALCHESTER,
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Almost all the bones belonged to either Horse, Ox, Sheep or Pig. They were in a very
fragmentary condition, and out of 669 only 191 were identified. Each bone, tooth or
fragment was counted individually. In addition to these bones of the large domestic
animals there were 3 only belonging to Dog and 1 to Hare. Nine bones of Raven, belonging to at least 2 individuals, were found, and a single one of Partridge. Oyster shells
occurred throughout, 54 in all.
The samples wore arranged in six groups. Group I contained the material from
the early pit ('36), Group 2 that from the silting of Ditches. and 2 and the associated
occupation layers, Group 3 that from the turf fill of Ditches I and 2, Group 4 that from th.
occupation levels as.<ociated with the turf fill, Group 5 that from the turfy fill of the sub·
sidence hollows ovcr Ditches I and 2, Group 6 that from the rampart bank and the earliest
cut of the defence ditch.
Group [ contained only. fragmentary sheep's hone, 2 pig's teeth and 8 fragments, and so
was not considtrcd.

Group J1 The numbers belonging to the 4 species were : Horse 2 ; Ox • 3 of which 3 wert
immature; Sheep 24 of which 3 were immature; Pig 6. Of 122 fragments 5 were burnt ,
4 were cut and 4 were cbewed, presumablY by dogs.
Group 3 Horse 2 ; Ox 9 ; Sheep .8 of which 2 were immature; Pig 4.
Group 4 Horse 4 ; Ox 6 ; Sheep 10 of which 2 were immature; Pig 4·
Group 5 Ox 25 ; Sheep 26 of which 3 were immature; Pig 8 of wbich I was immature
Also present were Dog 3 ; Hare. ; Partridge •.
Group 6 Ox 15 of which • was immature; Sheep I I of which • was immature; Pig 3·
Also present were Raven 2.

There seems to be no striking change in the relative frequencies of the species during the
period covered by these groups, but the samples of course are ,mall, between only 24 and
59. ·There were no Horse bones in Groups 5 and 6. The Ox bones, as percentage of
those of the four species, increased from 28 to 51 between Groups 2 and 6, while those of
Sheep decreased from 53 to 37. The percentage of Pig showed little change. The
presence of Raven is interesting, though it has been recorded from a number of Roman
sites including the nearby Middleton Stoney.
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INTRODUCTION

The sections across the defences of Roman Alchester were suitable for environmental
studies for two reasons. Firstly, sealed beneath the layers of Roman occupation and buildup was an old ground surface with a calcareous soil. Secondly, due to the low lying nature
of the site, any feature cut below this old ground surface was below the water table.
Therefore samples were taken in Trench I from the old ground surface, layer 135,
each of the late 1St-century ditches, layers 138 and 122/6, and ti,e late Roman silting of the
town ditch, 105. These were subjected to analysis for plant, insect and molluscan remains.
I am grateful to Miss J. S. Cockett for her drawings, Dr. J. G. Evans for his comments
on the molluscan fauna of layer '35, Professor G. C. Varley for allowing me the use of the
collections in the Hope Department of Entomology, Oxford, and provision of working
facilities, and Mrs. R. G. Wilson for use of the seed reference collection in the Botany
School, Cambridge, and all the instruction she has given me in seed identification.
METHODS

T/u NaJure of tIu Deposits Sampled
Layer 135
This was an old ground surface on top of the natural limestone gravel and sealed
beneath the build-up of the Roman town. It consisted of a brownish-grey clayey loam
and was just above the water table.

Layer 138
This was the bottom layer of a late 1St-century ditch and was below the water table.
It consisted of black rather gritty silt with lenses of brown peat consisting of partially
decayed plant remains.

Layer 122/6
This was the bottom of a late lSt-century ditch similar to layer 138, also below Ihe
water table. It consisted of black rather gritty silt.

Layer 105
This was the bottom layer of the late Roman silting of the town ditch and was below
Ihe water table. It consisted of a fine grey silt with many fragments of molluscan shell,
some white clay and lenses of black organic material.
Extraction
It was decided that there was only time to examine 5 lb. of each sample. Whilst this
is sufficient to give a useful number of molluscs and seeds, about 5 to 10 times as much is the
optimum amount for insects.
Each sample was water-washed through a stack of sieves down to an aperture size of
o· 5 nun. Extreme care was needed with the sample from layer 105 because the molluscan
remains were in a very fragile condition. This sample was picked apart by hand before
washing thus enabling many of the molluscs to be recovered undamaged and some of the
bivalves in an articulated state. In future it would be advisable to sieve down to a smaller
mesh size, for although 0·5 mm. is sufficiently small for the recovery of all useful molluscan
and most identifiable insect parts, some seeds will have been lost. This is the likely reason
why no Juncus seeds were recovered rather than a true absence of this group.
Mter sieving, the still wet contents of each sieve were shaken with paraffin in a jar
and water added. Insect remains which floated to the surface were skimmed off, washed,
and fresh water added until no more bilS of insect floated. The residues were washed,
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then sorted for molluscs, seeds and thos<: insect fragmentJ which had not floated The only
reason for the paraffin treatment is that it s~eds the ~traction prot'ns. It is not sufficient
only to examine the insect fragmen .. and those seeds and mollUJCS which are included in
this fiotant. The ~eeds and insects recovered were stored in absolute alcohol, the moUu!cs
being dried, to await identification.

ltimlijicaJion
It is essential that identification is carried out by direct comparison uncll"T the microscope with reference material and that an identification is only regarded a'J secure when all
reasonable possibilities have been exhausted, not simply when a match is obtained. To
this end insect identifications were made using the British Reference and General Collections in the Hope Department of Entomology, Oxford, and seed identifications with the
reference collection in the Quaternary Sub-Department in the Botany School, Cambridge.
Mollusca were identified u.ing the collection of the O.A.U. This colleetion is by no mearu
complete and for this reason definite identifications of ValvaJa crislala and Hygromia lihtrla
were not pos."ible, likewise the separation ofCochJicopa into species.
RE ULn

Apart from a single mite, layer 135 only contained molluscan remains. The other
features produced all three groups, but the seeds from layer 122/6 were not identified.
They are presented in tabular fonn giving the number of individuals of each species present
from each depo. it. In addition a ,hort description of their habitat or food is given. It
must h~ emphasized that many of the species can live in a number of different habitats and
th';r presenco could indicate anyone of them. When drawing ecological conclusions aU
the species present must be considered. Unlikely minor habitats have been left out of the
tables.
The nomenclature for the Mollusca (Table I) follows that of Ellis.l' Habitat
information has been taken from Sparksl' for freshwater molluscs. Slum species are tho ..
able to live in water subject to ~tagnation) drying up and large temperature variation.
Catholic species can tolerate a wide range- of conditions except the worst slums. Ditch
species require clean slowly moving water oftrn with abundant aquatic plants. Moving
water ~p('cjes require no more than a clean stream a few yards wide and flowing slowly.
In most cas.. it is the lack of ability to tolerate adverse conditions which is the limiting
factor and the tolerant species will also occur where conditions are better. Marsh ~nail!l
have been divided into those which are obligatory marsh dwellen and those torrestrial
5pccies which to a greater or lesser ex.trnt occur in marshes and flood refuse in accordancrwith the listJ given by Boycot". and Evans." Finally there are the purely terrestrial
SpeCies.

Numbers for each species represt'nt the minimum number of individuals present,
normally based on a count of sheU opices, but in the ea.. of Bilhynid tmtaculala from layer
135, on the number ofopercuJa and for the bivalves, on the number of right or left valves,
whichever WM greater.
The nomenclature for the plants and habitat information (TABLE 2) has been taken
from Clapham, Tutin and Warburg .• ' Additional habitat information is from the Journal
of &ology.4I Where the plants have genuine English names, they have been given as well
becau.. the archaeological reader is likely to be familiar with many of them. The type>
of habitat! which have been given are aquatic, marsh, grassland, disturbed ground, scrub
and woodland with an additional group occurring particularly on riverbanks and the like.
,. A. F.. EIli.a, • Census of the Distribution of Briti.sh ='lon-Marine ~{oUusca ',J. CondJ., !Z3 (1951), 17 1 -243
"B. \\'. Sparks, • The EcologicaJ Interpretation of Quaternary Non-Marine .MollU5cil', Pr«. Liml. S{J('.
L,md., I ) ' (19S!r&», 76 .
•• A. E. Boycott,' Thr' HabitaaofLand Mollusca in Britain ',J. &01.,!Z2 (1934), 13-14.
41J. G. Evans, LattdSMill in ~ (1972), '99-200.
4' A. R. Clapham. T. G. Tutin & E. F. Watburg, f7M. of IN British JJI~s {1g6~ '.
4J 'The Biological Flora of the British Isles,' J. &01. (various issues).

TABLE I
The Mollwca and their habitats (F, Rowing water; D, • ditch i C, • catholic' ; • alum' ; M, obl~ate roanh
dweller ; (~{), can live in marshes; T, terrestrial. All aquatic groups after Sparks (see text p. 162) .
Number of Individuals
Habi~t

Mollusca

Layer

'35

Layer

Layer

Layer

'38

1'12/6

.05

5

40

D.

3'

F.

'5

l~:l

6
9

S.M.
C.M.
F.
C.

GASTROPODA

Prosobranchia
Va]vatidae
? VG1DQt4 cristolG MUll

'3

Hydrobiidae
BithyniG I.ttltaeulBta (L.)

'3

Pulmonata
Ellobiidae
O:u)'chium minimum MUll.
C. cf. In'dnztGlum (Riu.)
Limnaeidae
Lymnata trutl£otuia (MOll.)
L. />41",'ris (MOll.)
L. sia,Miis (LJ
L. """ .. (M· I.)

8.

5

8.

3

•

•
•

Ph);idae
Ap x. hJJ>4Mum (L.)
Planorbidae
PI",,,,,his pl••.,his (L.)
P.
(L.)
P. uueostqma .Milt.
P . ms14 (Ll
P. COtltqrluJ .)
S'gmmlina compltutata (L.)

35

,"","x

Succineidae
SuccillltJ sp.
Cochlicopidae
Coch/irtl/J4 sp.
Vertiginidae
VertIgo tJtltitfTtigo (Orp.)
V. PYl'n... (~.)
V. anf4Shm J .
Pupil a mWCDrum (L.)
Valloniidae
V.IlDnUJ costat4 (MtUl.)
V. pul<l"lL. (MOIl.)
Hdicidae
Hdit: lIIfPW1'aiis L.
C/HUa sp.
Hdi.t: 4S/JU,sa Mo.l1.
HygromuJ hispUln (L.)
H. cf lilwrta (\\'tster.)
Endodontidae
Punctum p)'grtIIUum (Orp.)
J)iJcus rotundatUl (MUll.)
Arionjdae
Arion sp.-numerous granules
Zonitidae
Vitrea .p.
Ox.~h.iius eel/Grius ~ MUI!' )
JUtjnelln radintuta Ald.)
R. nitiduJG (Dl'p.)
ZonitIJuw tlitidus (MUl!.)
Limacidae
Limtlt: or AgrWlil1UlX

•

.0

10

7

•

S.

118
78
11
49
40
•6

C.

D.
S.
C.
C.
D.

'7

M.

11

'4

(M.)

'7

•

M.
(M.)
M.
T.

4

6
8

T.
(M.)

r:l

•

•
'5

7

6,

'4
3'
9'

•3

•
68

3

6

3

,8

V

(M'l
(M.

It,!.)
(M.)

5
5

3

•

~~.)
~~.)
M.
M. (M.)

'5

BTVALVlA

Sphaeriidae

.6
'0

Sphurium """""" (L.)
PuUfium

Total

~pp.

3

556

54

44

553

C.
M.S.D.C.F.
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The difficulties of such divisions are manifold. The denizen of a frequently ploughrd
field luch as comcockle (Agrortnnma gilluzgo) comes under the same heading 01" disturocd
ground as one of the habttats of elder (Sambucus nigra) which colonizes rather infrequently
disturbed ground associated with human habitation. It must also be remembered that a
hedge at the side of a ditch may contain most of the above habitats. There are also some
paradoxes. Whilst certain plants can be taken as indicative of grassland, grasses not
identified to species cannot!
Except in the case of Trifolium, numbers for each species refer to the seed unit which
gives rise to a single plant; it has been though pointle

to divide them up into seeds, fruits,

nutlets, etc. In the case of Trifolium a calyx and a capsule lid were identified.
Apart from a carbonized grain each of .pelt and Bromus, identified by Mr. M. Jon«,
all the plant remains had been preserved by waterlogging.
In the species list of insect. (TABLE 3) the nomenclature follows that of Kloet and
Hincks.. with the exception of the Scarabaeoidea where that of the R.E.S. Handbook is
followed." Habitat and food information i. from Balfour-Browne, Freude tI al., Joy,
Hoffmann, and Paulian .• 6 Many of the insects fall into the following groups: inhabitants
of or fceders on mammal dung, inhabitants of decaying vegetable material, aquatic insrt'ts

and those which are plant feeders, mostly on plants of disturbed ground and grassland.
Numlxrs give the minimum number of individuals represented by the varjou~ disarticulated pieces of insect identified from each layer, mostly heads, pronota and elytra.
All the in ..ct remain. had been pr""ervrd by waterlogging.
In addition to the two major groups of invertebrates, valves of ostracods, Daphnia
ephippia and mites were also recovered (TABLE 4).
TABLE

4

Otht'r invertebrates
Number of Individuals
Habitat

Layer
135

Layer
138

ARACJI!'o."IDA

Acarina (Mitea)

Layer

Layer

Igg/6

105

-------------------•

4

CA,1JITACltA

Branchiopoda-VapW
Ostracoda

Numerous
Numt'toUJ

Some
Numerous

Few

Aquatic
Aquatic

TIl, JUuslraJwnr
A selection of the fossils has heen drawn (FIG. 9) to show the techniques by which
identifications have been made and for general interest. The rai~ parts of a modtrn
coriander ~ttd (2) disappear on treatm("nt with concentrated potassium hydroxide and it
takes 00 the «oded appearance of t. The cell pattern of part of the .urface of the Euochans
uniglumu teed (4) has bttn shown because the coanrr cell pattern is a factor Rparating it
from E. palurlns. The elytroo of Apion urli,arium (9) is brown whilst the broader scales are
white and the narrower pink. In some areas where no scales have been. hown are very
fine brown hair-like scales.
INTERPRETATION

The analysis of the ,amples from A!chester produced) 53 different groups of organism,
mostly identified to species. Each of them will have its own set of requirements from the
G. S. Kloet and W. D. Hincks, A CIILek List of Brilish itUlCtJ (1945).
Royal Entomological Socit"ty Handbook V, part II. CDluIpllT4 &dT4harM4 (1956).
4' F. Balfour-Browne,' British Water lketles, I,' ThI RA,YSot. Limd. (1940). H. Frrude, K. ,'1/. Harde and
44
4S

G, A. Lohse. Dw A 4/tr },{Uklnzr0f>4S, Krefdd. various volumC':l (1g6+-74'. ~', H. Joy. A Pradulll HlfNiba04 0/
Brituh B",1n (193:1). A. Hoffman, • Colropteres Curculionidts', FIJUIII Fr., 52, 59, 62, Paris (195G-S8).
R. Paulian .• Colb>plb'C':I Scarabeido ',F4VJV Fr., 63. Paria (19591.
4

TABLE 2

rhe planuand their habitats (A, aquatic: M, maM. G,grassland ; 0, duturbedground ; S, scrub and hedge;
W, woodland; B, riverbank).
N'wnber of Seeds
Plana

Habitat

Raounculaceae
&nunadw cf. acris L.
R. repms L.
R. parvijfcrus L.
R. founmula L. or replans L.
R. scel""lJlus L.

Buttercup
Buttercup
Buttercup

&munadus S. BlJtrachium sp.
Thalietrum jIocum L.

Water Crowfoot
Meadow Rue

~rSpearwon

Layer

Layer

'38

'05

,
,•

C•.

D.G.II.

'4

,

G.
•R
,6

M.
B. A.
mudd}

low-Ilowing .

A.
Ci. damp

m~ado"

Cerato~hlllaceae

Cnawp !11 um dnnursum L.

A.

Horn-wort
Cruciferae
RDripfNJ IJ4SturtWm-dqualicwn

••

A.-moving

(L.) Hayek
Cruciferae SPA

Watercress

Violaceae
Viola sp.

Violet

Caryophyllaceae
Agrosumma gitlutgo L.
SltlbJriD media (L.) ViiI.

Corn Cockle
Chickweed

Cheoopodiaceae
ClllfIIJ/XHlium album L.
Chenopodium SPA
A'npkx .p. (p. )

Fat Hen

Unaceae
Unum tatluutialm L.

White Flax

G.

Papilionaceae
Trifolium SPA

Clover

G.

Rosaceae
RubusfruiKosus agg.
PolmtillD an.strina L.

Blackberry
Silverwecd

Umbel.liferae
Mlhriscw callCa/is Bieb.
Coriandrum s4lit!Um L.
Conium 17UI&Idalum L.

Coriander
Hemlock

Apium nodifWrum ~.) Lag.
IhnJJz ,.,.«ta (Hu .) Coville
OenantM aquatica (L.) Pior .

Fool's Watercress
Water Parsnip
Water Dropwotl

Cucurbitaceae
Bryonia dioi,a Jacq.

White Bryony

Polygonaceae
PolJtonum aviculart L.
P. petsicaria L.
P. lapatMfo/ium L. or
P. nodlJSum Pen.
&""" cr. mspus L.
R. cf. congWmnlllus Murr .
RumtX spp.

M.G.S.W.

,

D.-Cornfidd
D.

•
4

•
•

2

D.

4

D.
D.

'5

42
'0

.6
6,

•

w~

S.D.
G.D.
D.
Introduced
~ places, open
w
• near water
A.
M.A.
A.

S.

7
6

D.
D. B.

Dock
Dock
Dock or Sorr!"l

5
8

D. B.
G.D.
G.W.
D. G. M. B. W.

Urticaceac
Urticll Wmf L.
U. dioica L.

Small Nettle
tinging Nettle

.8

Corylaceae
Corylus al.'e/lana L.

Han'

S. W.

Solanaceae
Atropa bella-donna L.

Deadly Nighahade

Well-drained calcareous
soil with lOme shad('
D. S. W. B.
D.

Solatium dulcamara L.
S. nigrum L.

KnolgraM
Red hank

,
99

6

Woody Nighlshade
4

D.
D. W. S. B.

,

Scrophulariaceae
Vtronica SPA
Rltinantlrus cf. miMr L.

Yellow Raule

Labiatae
L.1tD/Jw europtJtw L.
l'run<lbJ Imlgoris L.
Lamium sp.
CaUopsis ktrtJlzit agg.

Gypey-wort
Self·h•• 1
Deadnettle
Hernp-nettl('

Caprifoliaceae
SambllCUS nigra L.

Eld("r

Compositae
Cirsium SPA (p.)
Gorduw or Cirsium spp.
upsana ~mmuni1 L.
Sonthus asper (L.) Hill
uOfIlodon SPA

Thistle
Thistle
Nipplewort
Sow-thistle
Hawkbil

A1i.smataceae
Alisma SPA

\Vater-plantain

1

B. A.

Potamogetonaceac
POl4mDgtlon crispus L.
PolamDgtwn sp.

Pondweed
Pondwttd

4
5

.\ .

6

.\.

6

'9

S.M.

G.

D.

5

1>.

6

D. S. II.

4

G. D. S.

",
"

Zannichelliaceae
Zanniclrel/ia paluslris L.
Sparganiaceae
Spar,anium ertetum L.

G.

:1

.,

Bur-r<"f'd

G. D. 5.
D.

D.

G.

.~.

A. M.- -ullgrazro

~ceae

Juuis ptJluslris ssp.
paluslris (L.) Roem
and Sebull
E. ll1Iiglumis (Link) Schuh

Car" spp.
Gramineae
Triticum sJ¥Ua L.
Bromus sp.
Gramineae spp.
Total

M.A,

SedR'"

49

2

7

5

"egclation

cultivat~

Spell Wheat

Gr.wes

\1.0(>('11

G. D. S

4

'4

'7'

454

rf.,,.,,

164

TABU 3
The Insecta and their habitatJ or food. (A, aquatic; D, dung; V. decayin1 \egetable material; C, carrion;
P, phytophagous, mainly on grassland he-rbs and weeds of istur~ ground) .
Minimum No. of Individuals

lnoecta

Habitat or Food
Laytt
138

Layer
J~~/6

l..ayc-r
105

lWuPnJu.

Heter°stera

Cimici ae-Anthocrinae 'P.

Homoplera

Aphididae .p.

0

•

CoLllOPTIUlA

Carabidae
c.rab1U 1fnItIKtUiJ' M.
UislusI::!.cnborbu Dej
B,mbj
cr. ..tui4tum (L.)
B. cr. r.,'tui4 (F.)
H",pa IU _ " ' (F.)
Amar/l .p.
MlliJbklwsfOlJllJlus (Geof. in Foure.)

DytiJcidae
Hypolus ~/u (F.)

.\, ,till water with
plant detritus

A.

Hydropanu .p.
Colymbetini .p.
Hydrophilidae
Htlof>Nmu 'Pp.
~um bipostui4tum F.
'J'O'I rmipunlallU (L.)
Qy_ 'Pp.
HydrobilUilU"/Ns (L.)

\

7

3
I

A.

D. V.
V.
D. \.
I).

0

5

lActobius sp.
Hydrop/Ii/lU piaou (L.)

0

A. still waler with
plant detritus
.\.

A.

Silphidae

S1:Z,

L.
V.C.

tristis Ill.
C 0",", or (Atops 'P.

Staphylinidae

Oxylll.. "'l"JUS (F.)
Oxyt#Jus .p.
PUslyslltlws """"Ius (Gr.)
PJatysldhus .p.
Phiumthus intn'wdilU
Bois and Lac. or I4mu.allu (Cr.)
PhiiDntlws 'P.

I).
I).

0

V.

V.
D. \.

0

I). \ .

D. \.
I). Y.

Cantharidae
Cantharis sp.

On floWttl esp.
Umbe:llirerae
On flowcn esp.
Umbt-Jlif('f'3.t'

Cantharidac .p.
Elateridae

AtIwnu hirlus (Hba•. )

Cnowland

Dryop;dae
Dryops tmtSti Des G.

In or n~ water

Nitidulidae
MdJr;tlw .p.
Lathridiidae
Lathridiidac .pp.

0

1

P.

4

Anobiidae
SlIgobium """k,um (L.)

Grain, nour, etc.

Scatabacidac

0'9"'''"'' Vluulris (Seol'i/"
AphIHlius amtaminatw (
t.l
A. fwodrom.. (Brahm.)

1). \ . (.;.

U. -hone, shap,
human. rare- in co .....

A. spMaUsIus (Pz.)

0

...t. tustiDOiis F. or 19H1Drius (F.J

3

A. cr. iii,... (J'z.)
ApIwdUu 'P.

and fungi

[).

0

0

ChryIomclidac

n...a. cr. ""'pis Zoch.

DontJCitJ sp.
PrGJO<Uris phtllmulrii iL.)
0 . . . _ ........ Marsh.)

I

3

D.
D. \ .
D.
D.
.,,.,.,.,..,. sp.
Wat('t' plants
Aquatic Umbelliferae
P"I;,,(WI1Un np.

P tJloitu/U't
CurcuHonidae

Apion urlicarium (Hbst.)
A. rMUU Hbst.

0

Apion'Pp.
Ph,ik>bius .p.
Micrtlos m- (GyU.)

0

Ceuthorhynchinae .p.

1

VrtKo spp. (nettles)
P.-op. T'1,olium
/1141mU L.

P.
P.op.

•

HVME.NOPTU.A

Chalcidoidea .p.
Total

47

7

49

lrtts

OtJlUM and EnCil JP!J .
(Unt.Ni htolhtr)
P.
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lmm

lmm
2mm

o 25mm

v"--~
,
,~ •..........
7

8

2mm

05mm
PJO·9

I, !Z

Fossil (1) and modern (r) seeds of coriander (CoriDndnun Jaliuum). 3. 4 Seed (nut) of Eltoclutris W1;gIIlfflLs with

detail of cell pattern. 5 Fossil V"ligo anguslior. 6, 7 FO$iil (I) and Modern (r) left larval mandibles of
Hydrophiius pictus. 8 Modern adult left mandible of H piuus. 9 Elytron of fossil ~pjon urlicarium.

environment in some way different from those of the rest. Therefore it ought to be
possible to tell a great deal about the environmental setting of the Alchester defences. The
different groups of organisms, from their very nature, will give different types of evidence.
The moJiuscs, with poor dispersive powers, mainly give information about the features
themselves, where they would have lived. The seeds, however, will include those from the
vicinity of the features as well as those plants which lived in the ditches. In addition, some
of them arc likely to have been brought to the site by man. Finally the insects have potentially the greatest dispersive power at their disposal, but the size of the samples examined is
not large enough for them to play their full part in the drawing of ecological inference•.
Therefore, the molluscs will be considered first to give the conditions in the features them·
selves, then the plants will be used to fill in details of the feature and also give the background environment, and finally the insects will provide additional information.
Layer 135

There can be no doubt that this represents a manh deposit. From over 500 molluscs,
excluding the problem of Pupilla mu.reorum which will be dealt with later, there are only the
single individuals of Discus rotundatu.r and R,tillllla nitidula which do not normally occur in
marshes or water. The marsh is likely to have been quite open for ZoniloidtJ nilidw,
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V"tigD anlio"tigD, V. p)grruua and VaJlema pulclulla do not likehady habitats .., Pools of
water would have been required by some ofthos~ marm species which are alro members of
the freshwater alum group. In addition there are two species characteristic of clean
permanent water, Bithynia trntaculata and l'aI,'ata cristala, which would not have been living
In the company of many of the more common marm .pede.s in this group.
It is likdy that
their ,hells were deposited on the marsh by flooding.
Pupilla museDrum now normally ocelli'S ill dry habitats but during the cold condition, of
Zone II of the late Weichselian (about 9000 B.C.) occurred in marsh fauna, as well .• '
Late glacial specimens are generally larger and more parallel-sided than post-glacial ones,
but those from layer J35, whilst including some Large individuals are more the size and
shape of modern ones. Also, some of the other species would be out of context in a lateglacial assemblage; Carychium, Helix lIemoraJis, Discus and Rttinella nitidula.'9
Also of interest are the numbers of the rare mar h species V"tigD an.~ustiDr (FlO. 9,5).5·
Morc common in the Atlantic period (5000-3000 B.C.), the activities of man in draining
marshes have been blamed as a possible: reason for its decline.s l

LaY'I38
The majority of snails from this ditch belong to the freshwater slum group described
above (p. 162). In particular it has been suggested that the most numerous snail, Aplexa
hypaorum, has a preference for slum conditions and dislikes gently moving water.S' There is
a small number of snails belonging to the catholic group and possibly one which belongs
to the ditch group. Finally there are tho," few terrestrial snails which have fallen in from
the. ide. The mollusca can be interpreted as howing that conditions approached a slum.
Perhaps for some: of the year flowing water C'nabkd the more conservative specit"S to r~tab·
lish themselves, but in the summer the flow stopp.d and in the drying pools of water there
were blooms of ostracods and Daphnia whilst the amphibious snails flourished.
The seeds are in complete agreement with the above interpretation. There is only
a ~ingle one from an aquatic plant, water crowfoot (Ranunculus S. Batrachium), to serve as a
reminder that watcr flowing along tho ditch can have deposited things from elsewhere.
The plants likely to have lived in the ditch are the mar h species. The most Dumerou.
seeds are of EltDc/uzris uniglumis (FlO. 9. 3, 4), but also represented are several species of
,.dge (Care.• ) and the lesser spearwort (RanunculusjlammuJa or reptans),
Apart from two crop seeds the others can be split into two groups, lhose from plants of
rathor damp grassland and those from plants of disturbed habitat. Typical of the grassland plants are meadow rue (Thalietrum j1QIlum) , buttercup (Ranunculus arris and rtpens) ,
yellow rattle (Rlrinanlhus cr. minor), and sdf heal (Prunrll4 aulgaris) as well a, perhaps
EltDClunis and Caux. There are not sufficirnt species or numbers present to attempt to
suggcst whether the grassland was pasture or meadow but the specics list agrees well with
tho,. given for damp basic grassland by Tansley.\)
The ditch can perhaps be seen running through this grassland with its growth of
EltQcharis and probably subject to the, arne mowing or grazing of it. EUocharis olliglumis
i indeed a useful ecological indicator. Excluding its .aline coastal habitats it requires
calcareous marsh or wet gra~dandT tolerating little competition from tall growing species.
Intolerance of shade is one of its most important limiting factors causing its ab cnce from
r("("dswamp. This means that it is a good indicator of mowing or grazing and can be a

tn. G. Evans. UfJd SMiu ill A,rJuuol4" (1972),

143.

161. :100 •

P. Kerney, E. H. Brown and T. J. Chandler, • The Late-Glacial and POll-Glacial History of the
Chalk Escarpment near Brook ',Phil. TraJIS. R. StK. (B), 248 (1964),145, rOO-I.
Information from Dr.J. Evans, also EvaIU \1972), 57.
,. M. A. Robinson, . Grim's Ditch, the Mol uscan Remains', O:<01linuiD, XL (1975), pp. 129--132. The
single specimen from Grim's Ditch may have bttn rcd~itcd from a geolDglcal deposit. It has bctn
recorded from Shakenoak by J. Clatfield in a wet Roman context.
" M. P. Keney, 'Snails and ~tan in Britain 'oJ. a,,,,h., 26 (1g66). 7.
,-t A. E. Boycott. 'The Habitats of Froh-Water MoUusca in Britain ',J. ...tn. EctH., 5 (1936). 167.

•-!.!.

t,

n A. G. Tansley, TN Britis/z /sus tJnd llIIir V'l'lBtiDn, II (1965),568-74.
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non-flowering constituent of short turf. It grows badly in water unless it is very shallow.
I t has been recorded from few inland counties, but Oxforrlshire is one of them.H

The plants of disturbed habitat may be from some form of arable agriculture but they
could be weeds from gardens, building sites, etc.) associated with the town. Some of them,
along whh some from layer 105, are thought to be Roman introductions but further work
is likely to show many of them to be earlier introductions or native.55

Of the two cultivated plants a grain of spelt wheat is hardly surprising and 15 m
agreement with the grain beetle SI<gobium panictum from this layer. The other, a single
menicarp of a Mediterranean plant, coriander (Coriandrum sattVum), is more interesting
(FIG. 9, I). It has been recorded before from Roman contents in Britain: Silchester,
(:acrwent,s6 Lancaster (infonnation from R. G. \Vilson), and recently a pot containing
some seeds was found near Hertford (Robinson, unpublished), but it is not native. Umbelliferae seeds were much valued in classical times for fiavouring, and Apicius had a recipe for
flamingo cooked with coriander.57 More reasonably, Pliny has a recipe for barley porridge
sweetened with linseed and flavoured with coriander.s 8 It also had medicinal uses,
bdng one of the ingredients in a cure for epilepsy. 59 It was certainly a familiar plant, for
throughout hi! Nalural HiJlary, Pliny, when describing a plant, frequently compares or
contrasts it to coriander.

The insects from 138 are predominantly beetles inhabiting decaying plant remains and
dung. The decaying plant remains are just what would be expected in the ditch after
winter floodwaters had subsided. In agreement with the above interpretation there are
few aquatic beetles compared with 105. Dung beetles are well represented and are
probably associated with domestic mammals on the grassland. As with the seeds, there i.
no evidence of woodland, all the phytophagous beetles feeding on grassland herbs and
weeds of disturbed ground.

In general, there is good agreement with the seeds, with

Chatlocntma concinna feeding on Polygonum and Apion urlicarium on nettles. The heathland
element, in the form of Alimlus triCIll which feeds on ling and heather (Calluna and Erica
spp.), is rather surprising. They do not occur in the vicinity today.'- Of particular
interest are two individuals of Apion urliearium (FIG. 9, 9), both represented by their distinctive left elytra. This is a rare southern English species, occurring no further north than
Leicestershire, but common in France.(ir Most of the specimens in the Hope Department

are from Kent, but there is a good group from Streatley, Berks. It is interesting that it
ha also been found from two Roman contexts at Appleford" and Barnsley Park, Glos."

122/6
The mollu<ca of this ditch form a similar group to those from layer 138 and the same

La)<r

conclusions may be drawn from them. Due to lack of time the seeds from this layer were
not examined in detail, but as with 138 Eltocharis was predominant. There were few
in(.ects but their interpretation does not disagree with that for layer 138.

Layer 122/6 was very likely to have been a similar ditch to layer 138 with an identical
setting.

l.a)" 105
The mollu<c., seeds and insects show this late Roman recut of the ditch to be very
different from the late ISt-century ditches. The Mollusca show that the ditch contained
H S. M. \\Tallers,' Eleocharis ',J. &01., 37 (1949), 192-206.
H H. Godwin, TM Histor;J of 1M British Flora (1956), 342-3.
Ibid., 134. The Bronze Age record from Minnis Bay can be discounted.
',Apiciw, TM Ar' ofCDoking, VI, vi .
• 1 Pliny, Natural History, XVIII, xiv.

!'

~'Ibid.,

xxv,

LXX.

" F. H. Perring and S. M. Walter (eds.), Alias ofth4 British Flora (1g62), 194-5.
N. H.Joy, A Pradielll Handbook of British Bullis (1932), ,64. A. Hoffman, • Colfoptb'es Curculionidcs "
Flll,TII Fr., 62 Paris (19.s8), 1538.
" M. A. RobillJOD, unpublished.
'J G. R. Coope and P. J. Osborne, • Report on the Coleop!tI'ow Fauna of the Roman Well at Barnslcy
PArk, Clouccstttshire " Trans. 8m. GIld Gwws. Artlr. Soc., 86 (rg68), 86.
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permanent clean moving water. The' ditch' group of.pecies (see p. 162) is well represented and there are even ~ignificant numbers of two of the' moving water' .pecits,
Blthynia InIJaculata and Lymnaea stagnalis. B. Im/aculala never occur' in closed, stagnant
...."'ter and apart from lakes lives exclusively in running water. L. stagnalis likes room)'
habitats occurring neither in fast flowing water nor small pond ... That snail which prefer
slum conditions and does not like moving water, Aplexa hypnorum, is absent. 'The presence
of snails like Plarwrbis ooru.t is in full agreement with the seed evidence in suggesting plenty
of aquatic vegetation. 65
The seed. build up a colourful picture of the vegetation in the ditch, with the deeper
water aquatics, .uch as water crowfoot (Ranunculus S. Batrachium) and pondweed (Potamogeton spp.) growing in the centre, only surfacing to flower . In the shallower water lowarru
the edge would have been a den,e growth of bur-reed (Sparganium trtetum) with patch.. of
watercress (Rorp;ppa nasturtium·aqullticum) and aquatic Umbclliferae: fool's watercress
(Apium nodijlQrum), water par'nip rBerula meta) and water dropwort (Omanthe aquatica) with
their di"linctivc white flow« L:ads. This was no ditch of temporary water with its
vegetation grazed or cropIX'd, as Sparganium tTtctum i~ found in or by permanent water,
often slowly moving, and cannot tand grazing. 66 The watercress agrees with the mollu$CS
in indicating that the water was moving and not stagnant. 6 7 The plant community living
in the ditch agrees well with tho'e given by Tansley for slowly moving rivers and may
even have looked rather similar to his photographs 265 and 27' without the water-lilies."
Growing on the bank of the ditch ,eem to have been the marsh plants and those plants
which specialize in bankside habitat; Ranunculus seeleratus, violet (Viola sp.), hemlock
(Conium maculatum) , gipsy-wort (Lyeopus (Uropaeus) , water-plantain (Alisma sp.), sedges
(Care.t sp.) and stinging nettle. (Urtiea dioiea). There is a scrub element not present in the
earlier ditches and it is likely that in places the ditch was overhung by elder (Sambucus
nigra) and hazel (Corylus twellana) , with woody nightshade (Solanum dulcamara) underneath
There was also a tangle of blackbeIT)' (Rubus froticosus) and white bryony (Bryonia dioila
scrambling up them.
The grassland group of plants present in the earlier ditch seems to be completely ab.en,
here:. This absrnce may be genuine, perhaps with marsh replacing gra'isiand, or it may be
due to their. eed. being swamped by the numerous seeds from plants in the ditch. The
plants of di turbed ground remain and the same condu"ions can be drawn from them.
Many of the scrub plants may have been growing in unkempt back yards.
One interesting plant that was prescnt i. deadly nightshade (Atropa belladonna). It is
predominantly a plant of well drained calcareous ,oil. with some shade and a damp
atmosphere. not the conditions around Alchester, although it may have been growing in the
town. 6 9 Pliny describes a I white mandrake' which may have been Atropa that was dan·
gerous but could be used as a sleeping draught or an anaesthetic." Reid suggests that at
Silchester deadly nightshad~ may have been u"\cd a.~ a cosrnf'tic.,1
As before, the insects are in close: agttement with plant~. There i a good numbC'1 of
water beetles and 'hose that have a specialized habitat, lI,grotus inaequalis and Hydrobius
fuscipes, need still or only just moving water with plant detritus on the bottom, the sort 1")1'
conditions there would be cxpeeted towards the edge of the ditch. ,. k. with the leed.,.
the grassland element, in the form of dung beetles, i. much reduced. There i. also good
agreement bet\v~n the ph}10phagous beetles and tbe plants with Donada ru/gariJ which
f«ds on Sparganium and Prasocuris phellandrii, described by :Vlohr as feeding on varioll
'4

A. E. Boycott, I The Habitat. of Fresh Water ~foUusca in Britain

'tJ. An. £Col., 5

( 1936),139-40. 143,

's Ibid., 144.

"C. D. K. Cook, . Sparganiwn erectum', J. ~t .• 50 (1q62 ). 248. 251.
" H. \V. Howard and A. G. Lyon, • Nasturtium officinale', J. Jto,I., 40 (1952 ), 230.
U A. G. Tanllrr. Thl BrilWI Isks and tMir ~"t,ldJioft, 11 ( 1965 ).628--631 , Photo 265. p. 583. Photo 2~

•

p.6n

'tJ- &01·, 34 (1947) 345-7.
,. Pliny, Nlltvral HiJtory, xxv, xciv.
71 C. Reid, • Excavations on the site of the Roman city at Silchester. Hants, in 1900 '. ArcluuolD,;a. 58 part
Ct903 ),4"7·
11 F. BalfoUT-Browne, British WdUr Bn/w.l. The Ray Soc. Lond. ( J!}4o), 87-88·
., R. W . Butcher. ' Atropa belladonna
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aquatic Umbelliferae and Joy on Oenantl14 aquatica, water dropwort, which was present. 7]
There is one species of beetle worthy of spedal mention, Hydrophilus piceus, the great
silver beetle. It is represented by a right elytron, part of a pronotum, various bits of legs
and a left larval mandible (FIG. 9, 6) . The larval mandible means that this water beetle
'vas breeding in the ditch, where the larvae would certainly have plenty of their food, snails,
mostly J.,ymntJla spp. It does not now live in Oxfordshire, there being a breeding population
in the Somerset levels whilst immigration from the continent is said to maintain the populations in Kent and E sex. 74
CONCLUSIONS

This work has given much useful information about the environs of Alchester. The
Roman town was built on the site of a marsh and one of the most numerous snails living
in that marsh, Lymnaea tru1llaluia, carries the liver fluke Fasciola htpatica which is so injurious,
especially to sheep, and also to cattle. 7! The late lSt-century ditches did not have permanent water in them and were set in cut or grazed grassland. The late Roman ditch
around the town, however, was a true moat with permanent slowly flowing water, with a
mass of ungrazed vegetation at its sides. A moat around a Roman town is by no means
unique. At Dorchester the list of molluscs from the outer ditch suggests that it certainly
held permanent water, as also perhaps the inner one.7 6 A disturbed ground element is
present in the plants from both Roman phases and is likely to represent the gardens and
disturbed ground in the town itself. Information about the habits of the people ofA1chester
is given by the seeds of coriander and perhaps deadly nightshade.
The environmental evidence can be taken further. It is strange that A1chester should
be sited on a marsh when there is high ground ncarby at Bicester. It is also curious that
the Roman road from Dorchester should cross the marsh of Otmoor when it could ea,ily
have skirted it. Does this mean that the Romans drained Otmoor, thus giving the drier
conditions indicated by the late lSt-century ditch, layer t 38? The one inch O.S. map
shows that the River Ray leaves Otmoor through a small gap in the land above 200 feet
O.D. (at S.P. 549 t42) which otherwise tends to surround Otmoor.71 If this cut were
man-made it would have drained not only Otmoor but further up the course of the River
Ray. Certainly the Romans took on much larger drainage schemes in the fens of East
Anglia and they were under way by an early date.,8
Between the late t st and the 3rd/4th centuries there must have been a local rise in the
water table, for although both sets of ditches were the same depth, there was only permanent water in the later one. It would be tempting to suggest that there was a general
rise occurring which resulted in the rapid build-up of ground level in the tovm in an
attempt to combat it and eventual desertion. The effect, however, could be local and
perhaps due to the damming of the ditch for a rnillpool or fishpond.
The two rare southern species of beetle might suggest that the climate was warmer
during the Roman period at A1chester than at present. Growing in the late Roman
ditch in which Hydrophilus piuus was living was hornwort (Ctralophyllum dmtursum), a plant
which now requires warm summers to set seed whereas its fruits are an abundant fossil
from the Boreal.79 There is another archaeological record of H. piaus living outside its
modem range, found in a late Iron Age context in a ditch with a similar molluscan
population to A1chester in East Yorkshire. 8. Other factors seem to have caused this
beetle's decline though, and the fruit of hornwort could be the result of one hot summer
71 K. H. Mohr mH. Freude, K. W. Harde and G. A. Lohse, DU K4f.r AWllkuro/HU, 9 Krefold (1g66),
179. N. H.Joy• .A Practical Handbonk oJBritish B~ttks (19311), 391.
,. F. Balfour·Brownc. British Waltr Beelln, Ill, The Ray Soc. Lond. (1958), 3-14.
7J A. E. Boycott, • The Habitats ofFreshwatcr Mollusca in Britain
An. &0/., 5 (1936), 143.
,. A. S. Kennard,' Mollusca', in A. H. A. Hoggand C. E. Stevem, The Defences of Roman Dorchester',
Oxotlimrio, n (1937), 70-71.
71 Ordnance Survey, Banbury, Sheet 145 one inch ~tap (tg68).
" S. S. Frere, BritmuriIJ (,g67). 275-7.
19 H. Godwin, T1w History DfIN Briti.sll Flma ( 1956,,- ,25,
I. D. E. Kimmiru in M. Wheeler, The Stanl.tJid Forlificatitms, Society of Antiquaries, Lond. (1954), sB.
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The range of H. piceus declined in Bri tain during the 19th cen tury,"

and has also suffered a recent decline in Germany. 81

It may be that a successful breeding

population requires a large area of undisturbed marshland, and drainage schemes caus,d
their decline. A decline in the weevil Apion urticarium can hardly be due to disappearance
of habitat though. According to Fowler it feeds on both kinds of British stinging neetle,
Urtica urens and Urtica dioica.8J Another nettle feeder, the bug Htlerogaster urticae, has
been found in a Viking context at York where it no longer occurs. 84
Finally, this site has demonstrated the value of an integrated approach to its environmental archaeology, not just a study of onc group of preserved organisms. It is also
important to be able to discuss the different groups together, in a single report. At
Alchestcr the seeds, molluscs and insects have each been able to illustrate different aspects

of the environment and have been in full agreement, but they need not always agree.
An even better picture of the environment could have been obtained if finer sieves had
been used for the seeds, larger samples taken for the insects, and pollen analysis undertaken.

APPENDIX
THE STONE SAMPLES.

Sample

I

Sample

2

Sample 3

3

By
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(a) Coarse, quartz-grit, composed of poorly-rounded (many crystal faces can
be seen), and poorly-sorted grains (a few pebbles are as much as 6 mm. long).
About ?3% pink and white feldspar and about ?,o% interstitial clay minerals.
? Millstone Grit.
(b) Similar specimen but with a higher proportion of larger pebbles. These
reach up to 16 mm. long. Also, less feldspar and clay. ? Millstone Grit,
or bed of similar lithology from other formation, e.g. Old Red Sandstone.
(c) Fragment of deeply weathered flint or chert.
Tinpure, clayey, coarse-grained limestone composed of ooliths and bands of
shell-fragments in a matrix of dark finely crystalline calcite. A Middle Jurassic Rock, probably Forest Marble from Oxfordshire.
Highly vesicular volcanic rock. Intermediate (Dacite) to acidic (rhyolite) in
composition. A sort of pumice. Source?
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